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Our symbolic universe Prejudice

Prejudice Benjamin Franklin
(1752)
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The “pagan rod”

The case which did most to convert the Italian
theologians to the scientific view was that of the 
church of San Nazaro, at Brescia. The Republic of 
Venice had stored in the vaults of this church over 
two hundred thousand pounds of powder. In 1767, 
seventeen years after Franklin's discovery, no rod
having been placed upon it, it was struck by
lightning, the powder in the vaults was exploded, 
one sixth of the entire city destroyed, and over 
three thousand lives were lost.

Charles Darwin

Variation
Natural selection

Shaping the tree of life Bridging the gap..?

NRC
6 april 2006
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The latest 200.000 years The molecular structure

…that made us rethink life

DNA clears “killer” 15 Answers to …..

When Charles Darwin introduced the theory of evolution 
through natural selection 143 years ago, the scientists of the 
day argued over it fiercely, but the massing evidence from 
paleontology, genetics, zoology, molecular biology and other 
fields gradually established evolution ’ s truth beyond 
reasonable doubt. Today that battle has been won 
everywhere – except in the public imagination.
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Declining Darwinism De role of the press

Even when reporters do know the difference, the conventions of 
he-said-she-said journalism get in the way of conveying that 
knowledge to readers. I once joked that if President Bush said 
that the Earth was flat, the headlines of news articles would read, 
"Opinions Differ on Shape of the Earth." The headlines on many 
articles about the intelligent design controversy come pretty 
close.

Curiosity Questions?
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Answers?

Science is the 
systematic liberation 

from the iron embrace of 
prejudice

=> answer?
=> supply!

Question/ demand:

A double  helix

wonder observe know

“Wonder is the seed of knowledge”
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A double helix of science and technology

wonder observe know make

“Wonder is the seed of knowledge”

“Knowledge is the seed of technology”

Hands on science

Reality imitates
imagination 
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Looking aheadLooking ahead

- Animals bred both
greater and smaller 
than their kind

- Ability to fly in air

- Fruit much larger      
than its nature 

- Aids to improve 
hearing

- Light intensified and 
thrown great distances

-Ships sailing under 
water

The scientific
method

Falsification

The scientific
method

Falsification

Informatics
Simulation

Dataprocessing

Informatics
Simulation

Dataprocessing

Mathematics
Logical consistency
Language of Nature 

Mathematics
Logical consistency
Language of Nature 

KnowledgeKnowledge

TechnologyTechnology

Earth

QuarksUniverse

Atom

Human

DNA

CellNatural environment

Solar system

Galaxy Nucleus

Structures
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Scales

Weak nuclear force

Electro-magnetic
force

Gravity 
Strong nuclear force

Forces

Cosmology                                Elementary 
particle physics

Astronomy                                                
Nuclear physics

Atomic physics

Space sciences                                              
Chemistry 

Earth sciences   
Molecular biology

Ecology
Cell biology

Life sciences 

Sciences

Space telescopes                      
Accelerators

Radio therapy

MRI
Space  travel                                              

Nuclear energy

Electronics

Satellites                                             
Materials      

Chemical
Green technologies

Pharmaceutical
Construction Genetic manipulation

Transport
Hygiene

Food  Medical 

Technologies
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Three Frontiers 

Biggest                         Smallest

Complexity

Turning points

Classical physics

Evolution

Relativity

Quantum theory

DNA

Newton 1687 
Maxwell 1865

Boltzmann 1875

Darwin
1865

Einstein
1905-1916

Planck  Bohr  
Einstein         

Schrödinger 
Heisenberg    Dirac

1900 -1930

Crick   Watson 
Franklin

1953

Standard model
Feynman,…. 
1950-1975

Plate tectonics
Wegener, 

Holmes, Hess
1960

1879 18861875

The periodic table

Labyrinth

Structure  of matterStructure  of matter
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Elementary particles

Standardm
odel

Quarks in:
3 kleuren
6 smaken

The road of theoryThe road of theory

A reductionist road towards unification 

Electricity Magnetism

Electromagnetism Optics

Maxwell theory Weak interactions Strong interactions

Gravity

Newton's gravity theory

A reductionist road towards unification 

Electricity Magnetism

Electromagnetism Optics

Maxwell theory

Quantum electrodynamics

Weak interactions

Fermi theory Strong interactions

Gravity

Newton's gravity theory

General relativity

1970
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A reductionist road towards unification 

Electricity Magnetism

Electromagnetism Optics

Maxwell theory

Quantum electrodynamics

Weak interactions

Fermi theory

Electroweak theory

Strong interactions

Quantum chromodynamics

Standard model

Gravity

Newton's gravity theory

General relativity

1975

A reductionist road towards unification 

Electricticity Magnetism

Electromagnetism Optics

Maxwell Theory

Quantum electrodynamics Fermi theory

Electroweak theory

Strong interations

Quantum chromodynamics

Standard model

Grand unified models

Gravity

Newton's gavity theory

General relativity

Supergravity models

Super string theory

M - theory

1985

A reductionist road towards unification 

Electricticity Magnetism

Electromagnetism Optics

Maxwell Theory

Quantum electrodynamics Fermi theory

Electroweak theory

Strong interations

Quantum chromodynamics

Standard model

Grand unified models

Gravity

Newton's gavity theory

General relativity

Supergravity models

Super string theory

M - theory

1985 - …

Cosmic Evolution

At home in the universe
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Open or closed universe?Open or closed universe? One Nature -- One Science
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One Nature -- One Science Ultimate questions

???

???

Ian Mc Ewan
For all recent advances, it’s still not known how this well-protected 
one kilogram or so of cells actually encodes information, how it holds 
Experiences, memories, dreams and intentions. He doesn’t doubt that 
in years to come the coding mechanism will be known, though it  might 
in his lifetime. Just like the digital codes of replicating life held within DNA,
the brains fundamental secret will be laid open one day,

…
Could it ever be explained how matter becomes conscious? He can’t 
begin to imagine a satisfactory account, but he knows it will come, the 
secret will be revealed over decades, as long as the scientists and 
the institutions remain in place, the explanations will refine themselves 
into an irrefutable truth about consciousness 
…
The journey will be completed. He is certain of it. That’s the only faith 
he has. There’s grandeur in this view of life.
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The  Ouroboros ????? Abstractions

“What I value in life is 
quality rather than 
quantity, just as in 
nature the overall 
principles represent 
a higher reality than 
does the single 
object”

A. Einstein

The magic cube

MatterMatter

SpacetimeSpacetime

Albert Einstein 1918Albert Einstein 1918

“The most important task for scientists is to search for the most 
fundamental laws, from which a picture of the world can be deduced. 
There is no logical path that leads to these elementary laws, only an 
intuitive one, based on creativity and experience. 

With such a methodological uncertainty one would think that an arbitrary 
number of equally valid systems would be possible. However, history 
shows that of all conceivable constructions always a single one did 
stand out as absolutely superior to all others.”
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Max Perutz 1994Max Perutz 1994

“Discovering its structure was wonderful. You must imagine the time 
when proteins were black boxes. Nobody knew what they looked like. 
There I was , having worked on this vital problem for twenty-two years, 
trying to find out what this molecule looked like, and eventually how it 
worked. When the result emerged from the computer one night and we 
suddenly saw it, it was like reaching the top of a difficult mountain after a 
hard climb and falling in love at the same time. It was an incredible 
feeling to see this molecule for the first time and to realize that my work 
had not been in vain: because during those long years I feared that I 
was wasting my life on a problem that would never be solved.”

Richard Feynman 1981Richard Feynman 1981

“You see, one thing is, I can live with doubt and uncertainty and not 

knowing. I think it’s much more interesting to live not knowing than to 

have answers which might be wrong. I have approximate beliefs and 

different degrees of certainty about different things, but I’m not absolutely 

sure of anything and there are many things I don’t know anything about, 

such as whether it means anything to ask why we’re here…

I don’t know the answer. I don’t feel frightened by not knowing things, by 

being lost in a mysterious universe without any purpose, which is the way 

it really is as far as I can tell, it doesn’t frighten me.”
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